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Abstract: Religious identity has, in recent times, become an important point of inquiry
because of the growing awareness of religious diversity. On the one hand, this reality of
diversity has served as an impetus to return to the roots of one’s religion. On the other
hand, others have called for a more pluralist stance, out of the need to open up to other
traditions. In light of this polarity, I argue that one can commit to one’s religion while
opening up to the religious other in a way that does not threaten one’s own tradition. This
is done through a hermeneutic analysis of the religious identity, taking off from Paul
Ricoeur’s phenomenological hermeneutics – how this identity is formed and informed by
the different significations of meaning within the tradition, and how the believer interacts
with this tradition to construct his or her own narrative identity, through his or her
imagination, mapping out the constellations of possible human action that root themselves
in the necessity in encountering and working with the religious other, for this necessity is
constitutive of one’s commitment to the tradition, embodied in the biblical narratives that
call for this encounter. In sum, it is possible to be committed to one’s faith conviction while
being hospitable to the religious other because it is constitutive of religion itself to
encounter its other, and it is in this encounter that faith is truly understood as conviction.
Key Words: philosophy; religion; hermeneutics; identity studies; religious identity; Paul
Ricoeur; interreligious dialogue
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Introduction
The question of religious identity, in light of the challenge of
religious diversity, has seen its resurgence in recent years because of
certain events in contemporary history. Within the Catholic Church, for
example, the question arose out of “the signs of the times” that pointed to
the reality of many religions.1 Dupuis and Barnes would call this change in
perspective in Vatican II “a watershed moment” in terms of
understanding religious diversity in light of God’s plan for salvation,2 and
in terms of the Church’s new responsibility with other religions as their
numbers also grow.3 But more importantly, different historical events
point to the fact that more than being a reality, the question of religious
identity is a challenge in the presence of different religions. Volf and
Moyaert both point to tendencies to either assert one’s ethnic and
religious identity over others violently,4 or simply a reassertion of the
basic tenets of one’s faith, as espoused by the postliberalists.5 Such
responses can be said to be a product of the increased frequency of
encounters with the “religious other,” or people of other faith traditions,
and as such, groups and communities fear for the loss of their own
identity because of these encounters, which can pass off as strange and
different.6
Coming from this twofold outlook at the reality of the religious other
– both as a reality and as a challenge – there seems to be a tension
between staying committed, and at the same time being open to other
traditions, as if presupposing that being open to other traditions means
eroding one’s own religious identity. We can therefore ask: can there be an
understanding of religious identity that can include the possibility of
inscribing a hospitable ethic towards the religious other while being
committed to one’s own tradition? In order to address the question, I
propose a hermeneutic analysis of religious identity and how it is formed
through the different structures of meaning found within a particular
tradition.
For the general argument of the paper and for its general structure, I
shall be using Paul Ricoeur’s threefold hermeneutic analysis of religious
identity found in his essay “Experience and Language in Religious
Discourse” as a heuristic tool in trying to discern the different movements
of meaning within the structures of the text, through imaginative
discourse. This hermeneutic analysis is done by looking into the scripture
itself in order to flesh out the themes of alterity and strangeness, which
will then form the critical hinge of the study, as it will expose that
encountering and working with the other is itself constitutive of one’s
faith conviction. This analysis will then be subsumed under Ricoeur’s
hermeneutic anthropology in order to bring the analysis home to the
whole problematic of identity and otherness, and how these two interact
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with one another. Only after this method we can say that encountering and
working with and for the other is constitutive of the very faith that one proclaims,
and consequently, one’s religious identity.
The study’s scope is the notion of religious identity and how it relates
to and for the religious other. The main limitation of the study consists in
the fact that the author is confined to his own religious tradition.7 Thus,
this study can be read as a response or a contribution to the dialogue of
religions that is informed by Christian revelation.

The Formation of Religious Identity: A Hermeneutic Analysis
At the heart of the question of religious identity is the very process of
forming the identity, that is, how such an identity came to be known as
this particular identity and not as some other. The question of identity
contains within itself two presuppositions: (1) that there is an entity called
a “person” that persists through time, what can be called the metaphysical
element; and (2) how this particular entity called “person” relates to other
entities in terms of practical concerns, such as promising, remorse, and
empathy, among others, what we can call the practical element.8 The two
categories are not mutually exclusive, West claims, as to ask for the
persistence of identity through time – the metaphysical element – is
“inextricably conceptually tied to the practical questions.”9 In other
words, it is through the person-directed attitudes of the individual
relating to different identities through the passage of time, as “an entity
whose persistence conditions are partly determined by the practices of
individuals and communities,”10 that allows us to point to a particular
identity.
Transposing this schema to the notion of religious identity, we can
therefore speak of an identity – if you want, an entity – that is animated
and partly constituted by the religious beliefs and practices he or she
belongs to. Our primary concern for this section, then, is to map out the
structures that allow for the formation of religious identity from within
the religious tradition. I shall be focusing on the linguistic mediation and
how this identity is formed and informed through his or her interaction
with the different semantic structures within the tradition that give rise
to meaning.11 This focus on the linguistic mediation necessitates a
hermeneutic analysis of the different structures within a particular social
entity – in this case, religion – as an analysis of such a nature will expose
the different operative levels of interpretation and meaning-formation
mediated by language.12 For this section I shall be following Paul Ricoeur’s
analysis of the hermeneutic structure of religion as it presents the most
vivid account, as far as I have seen, of the dynamism of the movement of
meaning within a religious tradition which is intimately connected to the
formation of the religious identity that makes manifest both the
metaphysical and practical elements of identity, that is, both the
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identification to one’s own tradition, and the very act of attesting one’s
own conviction to others.
The main challenge confronting the commitment to one’s own
religious identity – and subsequently a dominant idea that pervades our
thinking once we speak of religious identity – is the blind adherence to
dogma and Magisterium.13 It is through theological propositions and
religious edicts that we come to know of the “articles of our faith,” which
form the core of our religious identity. For instance, it is obvious that one
has to believe that the Christ Jesus resurrected in order for one to be
considered “a Christian,” or that, according to Cyprian the Great, extra
ecclesiam nulla salus. Religious identity, it seems, rests on the acceptance of
such propositions as true.
Recent scholarly developments have challenged such truth-claims.
We may cite three of these developments, which locate their roots in the
“postmodern” tendency to shun reductionism:14 (1) the historical
contingency of such statements; (2) the different order of meaning in
every doctrinal assertion; and (3) the frequent citations in Scripture,
which bear a very poetic form of discourse. Permit me to go through each
of the points carefully in order to flesh out the need for a hermeneutic
analysis of religious identity.
On the first point, we see that such truth-claims were not only
informed by the language at the time the edicts were proclaimed, but were
also in response to certain historical developments,15 such as heresies and
the like. It is here that it seems fruitful to mention that the assertion that
“there is no salvation outside the Church” was actually a response to a
particular heresy during the time that the above statement was
proclaimed, and not – as some are wont to commit – as a rejection of other
faith traditions.16 Such statements, if one is not conscious of their
historical and contextual indebtedness, could lead to misunderstanding
and misinterpretation. It seems all the more important to address this
particular challenge because religious identity is formed and informed by
such statements.
On the second point, and Ricoeur himself readily agrees, that these
truth-claims are second-order in nature and fail to give justice to the
richness of the texts on which these religions are founded: “I do not
intend to deny the specificity of the work of formulating dogma, whether
at the ecclesial level or the level of theological investigation. But I do
affirm its derived and subordinate character.”17 What is at stake here is
not the validity of such statements, but their claims to truth despite their
“subordinate character,” in the words of Ricoeur. And here we are indeed
moving into the epistemology of religion, but we might stop short at the
threshold and merely point out the difference of the kind of discourse that
such statements have from that of our own religious experiences.
Finally – and this will open us up to the necessity of undertaking a
hermeneutic analysis – we find that such statements root themselves in
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the Sacred Scripture. But as we have already pointed out, the discourse
found in the Scripture is of a different order than that of theological
statements. If theological statements are subordinated, scriptural
discourse is largely poetic. That is why we can speak of the Bible as a
polyphonic text.18 This presents another challenge for theological
statements: how can a theological statement have a claim to truth if the
mode of discourse is different from that where these statements come
from? Thus, a conflict of interpretation arises, necessitating the
hermeneutic analysis.

The Circle of the Event-Text
This conflict of interpretation is made even more problematic
because of the irreducibility of one religious experience to another, which
afterall serves as the point of departure for any religion.19 Religion, or at
least the Judeo-Christian tradition, is founded upon texts that embody a
revelatory event. Such articulations of religious experiences are found
within language, embodied in these texts.20 These revelatory events are
only known through the mediation of such texts that point to this
unnamable revelatory event. This represents the first “circle of meaning;”
that is, the revealed is only known through the mediation of texts, and
that these texts cannot exist without having something to talk about, in
this case, the revelatory event.21 The “embodiment” of the event of
revelation through textuality opens the event to a hermeneutic analysis:
“the Word cannot attest to its foundational function without recourse to
the Scriptures that give it something like a body.”22 In conclusion, we see
that religious experiences are articulated within this circle of event and
text, which form the first locus of interpretation.

The Circle of the Believing Community
The circle of event-text is in turn subsumed under a bigger
hermeneutic, that of the believing community and the event-text: “this
circle of Word and Scripture appears to be inscribed in a wider circle that
puts in play, on the one hand, the pair Word-Scripture, and, on the other,
the ecclesial community that draws its identity [my italics] from the
acknowledgement of these Scriptures and the Word that is supposed to
have founded them.”23 The text itself is formed, informed, and interpreted
anew by this community, who “understands itself in the light of these
scriptures, rather than those other scriptures.”24 It might be fruitful to make
mention of the fact that these texts put forward by the community are
always attempts at interpreting, i.e., articulating the event of revelation.
This in no way totalizes the event of revelation, although one must
concede that any act of interpreting always runs the risk of doing violence
against the event by claiming a direct link from event to believer, that is,
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claiming absolute truth and inerrancy. Hence, the second hermeneutic
circle: we can say that the text only exists insofar as the believing
community constructs the text as an act of interpretation to the more
originary source of revelation, and that this community cannot exist at all
without the binding power of such texts. A further point must be made:
more than the community of believers that influence the text, the
proximity of the particular community to other traditions and
communities have also influenced how the text is constructed, and how
the believing community derives meaning out of these intercultural
encounters: “ecclesial identity concerns the considerable segment of the
tradition that is made up of debts to neighboring cultures.”25 For example,
the encounter between Hebraic traditions and the Greek culture,
specifically its philosophical form of discourse allowed for Christianity to
appropriate Greek philosophical thought in its teachings.26 Thus, we can
say that the believing community learns and relearns from the text, which
is in turn informed by the confluence of different cultures and traditions
that form the identity of the community.
The text that is encountered by the believer is in itself composed of
numerous narratives composed and passed on by different people. Ricoeur
identifies five modes of discourse in scripture that point to this encounter
with the event of revelation: prophetic, narrative, prescriptive, wisdom,
and hymnic. Such encounters represent the radical intimacy of the event
with the act of interpretation, that is, how such events are constitutive of
the very lives of the people who have been witnesses.27 Furthermore, and
more importantly, such narratives preserve the radical alterity of the
event by presenting not one common denominator that can be extracted
from all of the narratives, but that the very structure of revelation is itself
polyphonic. This “withdrawal of the name” presents itself as constitutive
of the narrative form of revelation itself, in that revelation always
structures itself according to a particular narrative that interacts with the
believer or the community of believers. In this sense we can speak of
revelation, by being embodied through the text, as assuming the structure
of a text.28 This structure allows us to speak of the interaction between the
world of the text – the constellation of signs and signifiers that act as the
referential totality of the text – and the world of the reader – the
constellation of signs and significations that form the context of the
reader. It is in this interrelation between these two “worlds” that give rise
to refigurative action – the reader assuming the narrative he or she has
read – because of the similarity in the semantic structure of both the text
and the reader, which is that of a narrative.29 Through the mediation of
imaginative discourse, the reader interacts with the text in such a way
that his or her self is projected within the narrative of the text: one sees
oneself in front of the text.30
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The Existential Circle
This opens the discussion to the third hermeneutic circle: “This
believer is, in effect, confronted with the preaching by which the meaning
of the Scriptures is actualized for him [sic] in each instance; but, this
happens only on the condition that he lay hold of this meaning and
understand himself [sic] through it.”31 Through the choice of
appropriating the meaning of the polysemy of meaning nestled in the
sacred scripture, the link, albeit indirect, between the originary event of
revelation to the individual believer is established. The movement of
meaning circumventing through the community, through the texts that
speak of a Transcendent reality, is placed “in front” of the believer –
through others that have come before him or her – as a choice: to let
oneself be transformed by the kerygmatic power of the faith through the
poetic character of the kerygma itself and, in this sense, allow a radical
orientation of one’s life in relation to the narrative of the particular
religion.32
It is at this juncture that religious identity gains an existential
characteristic, or in the words of Ricoeur, “an accident transformed into
destiny through an ongoing choice.”33 In so doing, the believer is made a
member of the community that calls itself a particular religion, thus
becoming part of the long narrative tradition stretching to the limits of
any expression, the event of revelation itself. The structure of the text –
its mimetic characteristic towards human action – allows a space for the
believer to assume or appropriate as his or her own action. It should also
be noted that the polysemy present in Biblical narratives allow for a
constellation of human action as embodied in the different forms of
narratives found within the Scripture. Thus, we can say that religious
identity is not only formed, but that it is also assumed as a radical
redescription of one’s own narrative.34 Religious identity, therefore, is
both a confession – I believe in the revealed and I am part of this believing
community – and a profession – only through a redescription of my own life
can I be truly a part of this particular believing community by living out
my conviction as if I was truly part of the community of believers. Taken
in this sense, religious identity does not only mean being nominally
related to a particular religion, nor is it about knowing about the religion
in an epistemic fashion; religious identity always involves assuming the
values of the religion in one’s own life, or, in Jean Greisch’s words, belief
that is “credence rather than opinion.”35 Such is the hermeneutic
structure of religious identity, and one might even say, of religious
conversion.
In sum, we can say that religious identity arises out of the
interaction of these different levels of meaning that continually construct
the religious person, mapping out the possibilities of human action,
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embodied in the choice to commit oneself continually to one’s religious
convictions.

Religious Imagination and Refigured Action
Elsewhere, Ricoeur himself broaches the idea of an “interconfessional
form of hospitality” that may proceed from a hermeneutic analysis of
one’s own religion, in this case, the Judeo-Christian tradition:
The problem that this deliberately fragmentary
investigation leaves open is that of knowing how
this religious consciousness, informed by the
biblical Great Code, could be open to other religious
consciousnesses, informed by other scriptural
codes, and how it could communicate with the
latter within the horizon of the regulative idea […]
[of an] interconfessional hospitality of one religion
to another.36
If we recall, our prior hermeneutic analysis has uncovered that
religions and religious identity are formed according to their interaction
with other traditions and identities. And if this is the case, should we not
also include within the horizon of our investigation how this
interconfessional ethic towards the religious other is inscribed in how we
understand religious identity? I will take Ricoeur’s cue on the matter of
being open to other religious consciousnesses as the matter for this
analysis. In short, it is in this section that we confront the main question
of this essay.
In the above quote we see how Ricoeur puts a prime on the “Great
Code” as the ground for founding a kind of a religious consciousness that
engenders a hospitable ethic towards other traditions. It is from this
suggestion that our analysis for this section will start. Following Ricoeur, I
have spoken earlier about the polyphony of the Scripture as constitutive
of the very experience of revelation, and how this polyphony presents
itself as “the world of the text” in front of the reader, or in this case, the
believer. It was already mentioned that such texts operate on a different
level of discourse from what we normally encounter in doctrines and
precepts. Looking into the formation of meaning within the scriptures, we
are confronted with a polyphonic structure; that is, different modes of
articulating religious experience.37 As was already mentioned, Ricoeur
identifies five modes of discourse in the Scripture that point to its intimate
connection with the revelation event: prophetic, narrative, prescriptive,
wisdom, and hymnic. These particular forms of discourse reveal that
assents to faith are not contained in what Ricoeur would call second-order
theological language such as “God exists;”38 his hermeneutic analysis
reveals that the encounter with revelation, insofar as this revelation event
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exceeds any totalizing form of comprehension, is mediated by the many
voices that speak of God not in the sense of speculative knowledge, but
more intimately, as narratives, stories, and Delphic, i.e., prophetic
teachings that point to a God that does not lay down a grand plan for
salvation, but rather is enlivened by the stories consistently told and
retold by the community through time: “The religious ‘saying’ is only
constituted in the interplay between story and prophecy, history and
legislation, legislation and wisdom, and finally wisdom and lyricism.”39
This is not to say that these forms of discourse can be rigorously
divided and scattered across the Sacred Scripture, as if it were some
puzzle. These forms of discourse are at best analogical not only to one
another, but also to their referent, or, in Ricoeur’s own words: “The God
who reveals himself is a hidden God and hidden things belong to him.”40
This analogical structure is important for it preserves the radical alterity
of that which we call God. Additionally, this analogical structure also
makes the relationship between the reader and the text apparent by
mapping out the constellation of signifiers that arise out of the interaction
of the reader’s world and the “world of the text.”41 The polysemy of the
Sacred Scriptures “point” to a vast interconnection of signs and signifiers
that refer to something that cannot be referred to – and hence, the
different “names” of God in the Scripture42 – which form and inform the
context of the reader, or in this case, the member of the community of
believers.
This “world of the text” is related and intertwined with reality not in
the way of descriptive reference, but of poetic discourse, which for
Ricoeur is a more originary mode of discourse – originary in the sense that
it reflects the existential condition of the interpreting agent.43 This is the
heart of phenomenological hermeneutics: “to interpret is to explicate the
type of being-in-the-world unfolded in front of the text.”44 We can
therefore say that the textual nature of the Scriptures – that of poetics –
allow for a different kind of intersignification between “the world of the
text” and the “world of the reader” by trespassing the world of things,
referring to the possibilities of the agent reflected in the text. This
structure allows the reader to “relate” to the text in a manifold different
ways, according to his or her experiences.
Particular attention must be given to a specific characteristic of this
world: the similarity of the structure of human action in both the text and
the reader, through the mediation of imagination.45 As the world of the
text projects its foremost possibilities unto the reader’s horizon, the
reader is enjoined to reimagine him or herself within this particular
narrative. This is made possible because of the pre-narrative capacity of
the human actor – in this case, the believer – to structure his or her
imagination in the form of a narrative, as seen in familiar terms such as
project, motive, and other temporal assertions.46 Moreover, such narrative
structures are also intelligible because just as a narrative is structured
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according to symbols and significations, so is human action prefigured
according to symbolic articulations.47 For example, in Dostoevsky’s The
Brothers Karamazov, suspicion on Fyodor’s murder immediately falls on
Dmitri precisely because he displays the same symbolic schematizations
that are also shown by a suspected criminal in lived experience. In short, I
can intuit an event within a narrative precisely because I have
experienced that event in its particularized symbolic configuration in
lived experience; this is why we can speak of empathy towards characters
in tragedies, or laugh out loud in amusement in comedies; there is an
element of cogency within each moment of imagining.48
This structural similarity of human action is also the basis for
refigurative action insofar as the narrated human act within the narrative
is projected as a possible mode of action for the reader, or in this case, the
believer. In other words, action mirrored in the text is within the horizon
of the intelligible symbolic schema of the reader, allowing the reader to
act it out in lived experience: “Its referential force consists in the fact that
the narrative act, winding through the narrative structures, applies the
grid of an ordered fiction to the ‘manifold’ of human action.”49 In this
sense we can speak of fictive characters as images – as imaginative
variants – of our very being-in-the-world.
The numerous struggles of the characters in a particular text as
acting and suffering agents mirror real human action and real human
suffering that the reader is always confronted with in his or her life. In
this regard we can speak of such narratives as limit-expressions that
demand the reader or the believer to do “something more,” in the hopes
of opening one’s experiences “up to the limit.”50 This element of the
narrative is what allows the assumption of the mirrored human action
within the text unto the believer. The power of the narrative to redescribe
life through the use of metaphorical discourse allows for such a selfevaluation of the believer of his or her own life; the structure of the text,
and subsequently the interaction between reader and text, provides a
space where the reader can initiate a movement of self-understanding.51
Because the possibility is charted out in the plot of the narrative, so is the
reader enjoined to redirect his or her life according to such redescriptions
through the power of imaginative discourse engendered by the
interaction between text and reader.52

The Biblical Text and the Narratives of Otherness
So we have seen the pivotal role of imagination in the refiguration of
the human agent in the field of human action – let us now plunge into the
“Great Code” to extract narratives that point to a refiguration of human
action within the realm of the encounter with the religious Other.
Particular focus will be given to narratives within the tradition that speak
of an invitation to encounter the Other or the stranger, in order to map
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out the constellation of symbols that emerges out of the interaction
between the world of the text and the world of the reader, that in turn
enjoin the reader to assume the configured human action within the text
unto his or her own life. If we were to speak of the possibilities of refigured
action, then it is necessary to look into the narrative of the faith itself that
provides the conditions of possibility for such a refigurative movement to
emerge. The Bible – both the Jewish Scriptures and the New Testament – is
rife with narratives that speak of the necessity to encounter the neighbor
and the stranger. The notion of the Other or the neighbor finds its roots
deep within the Jewish tradition; to love one’s neighbor is to mirror the
love of YHWH, embodied in the covenant relationship with the tribes of
Israel.53
We can point out two examples within the Biblical narrative that also
speak of this necessity to encounter the Other or the stranger, not only for
its ethical import, but also within our whole question on identity, and how
encounters with such narratives enjoin the reader or the believer into a
refiguration of his or her actions through the mediation of imagination:
the Abrahamic feast narrative (Gen 18: 1-15, NIV), and the parable of the
Good Samaritan (Lk 10:25-37). Each of the narratives will flesh out not only
the necessity in encountering this Other, but also – and more importantly
– the appropriate action within this encounter.

Abraham and the Three Strangers
On the first narrative, we see Abraham sitting outside his tent,
when, upon seeing three strangers, immediately “hurried from the
entrance of his tent to meet them and bowed low to the ground” (v. 2).
The agency of Abraham is apparent in this narrative: it is he who leaves his
own place in order to approach the strangers. We also note that bowing
low “to the ground” is for the Jewish tradition an extreme act of respect
and recognition; in this case, of being “lowly” in front of this Other. After
such a gesture, we see Abraham offering the strangers some water to
“wash their feet” (v.4) and some food “so you can be refreshed and then go
on your way” (v. 5). In the Jewish tradition, the washing of the feet does
not only signify the act of hospitality, but also stewardship, as exemplified
by Jesus washing the feet of his disciples (Jn 13:1-17). Offering a meal is
also an important symbolic category within the Jewish tradition – the
meal represents an act of thanksgiving for the gratuity of the whole of
creation, of the grace of community (that is, the mediation between self
and others), preserved and strengthened throughout history in the form
of the Eucharist.54 Finally, we see Abraham being blessed after his gesture
of hospitality through Sarah: a son is to be born (v. 10). It is good to note
that for the Eastern Orthodox Church, this encounter of Abraham with the
three strangers – taken to be the Trinity – constitutes the only image of the
Triune God.55 Not only this, it is also important to note that within the
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Eastern Orthodox tradition, this particular encounter signifies divine
communion.56 Seen in this light, we can speak of this particular narrative
not only as a call to encounter and be hospitable to the stranger, but also –
and more importantly within the whole question of religious identity – to
recall one’s relationship with the divine, to be in communion with the
divine.

The Parable of the Good Samaritan
The second narrative is situated within the Jesus narrative of the
New Testament. Ricoeur notes that there is something peculiar in the
structure of the parable: the fact that this narrative is found inscribed
within a bigger narrative – that of Jesus Christ’s life and teaching – comes
off as in itself constitutive of the ministry of Christ, which is to tell of
narratives that have the power to refigure one’s identity.57 In this sense,
telling one’s story is itself refigurative action – to speak of one’s
experiences and life stories to this other. And what must be told to others
here? – none other than the necessity to encounter and embrace the
stranger. It is within this hermeneutic gaze that we situate the parable of
the Good Samaritan. The parable opens up with a question on salvation:
“what must I do to inherit eternal life” (v. 25)? We can read this as a
question on whether people outside the faith – in this case, the JudeoChristian tradition – or what we can call our neighbors are included within
the fold despite the clear difference. This question then does not only
involve a choice between an exclusivist stance and an inclusivist one: the
question speaks of the necessity of living in a community that recognizes
the differences of each member of the community, be in religious, ethnic,
or whatnot. After the question, and after Jesus cites the Great
Commandment (v. 27), he is egged on with another point of inquiry: “and
who is my neighbor” (v. 28)? Jesus then presents a story of three different
people (it is peculiar that Jesus uses religious figures in the narrative) who
chance upon a traveler who was brutally beaten up by a group of thieves
(v. 30). After seeing the wounded man, the first passerby – a priest –
“passed by on the other side” (v. 31). So too with the second passerby, who
was a Levite (v. 32). The Samaritan, long regarded as outcasts by the
Jewish community, “felt pity on him” (v. 33). The Koine Greek word for
pity or compassion is splagnizomai, which literally means, “gut-wrenching
feeling,” signifying the intense empathy towards the suffering. Such was
the affection towards this stranger, an affection so strong that moved the
Samaritan to care for the injured person, even bringing him to an inn and
paying for the costs of staying in that inn (vv. 34-35). This classic narrative
has been used as the paradigmatic narrative in terms of relating to the
other; but here it is given new light: “for Jesus, saving faith is not only
remotely accessible to pagans and foreigners; it is actually operative
among them.”58 In this sense the Other is not excluded from the narrative
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of the faith – in fact, they are constitutive of the tradition itself, by virtue of
their assumption of hospitality. It is the Samaritan, through his
compassion, that actually informs us of our oftentimes lack of concern for
the other: simply put, the Other itself shows us the way. In terms of the
practical import of the narrative, we can also speak of the act of narrating
as itself constitutive of our ethical task towards the stranger;59 part of our
responsibility to encounter the stranger is to tell stories of hospitality, of
welcoming, of what Volf calls narratives of “embrace.” In this sense,
narration is itself at the core of any hospitable ethic towards the Other –
and for the right reasons: the very act of narrating is an establishment of a
trust relation between the self and the other.60 It is with the very act of
narrating that we say to the Other: trust me on my word! In this sense, we
uncover a deeper meaning of testimony: “to share a testimony is an
exchange of trust.”61

On the Themes of Otherness: Essential Points in the Biblical Texts
In sum, we can point out three key elements in these narratives that
enrich our understanding of religious identity in light of religious
diversity: (1) being hospitable to the Other mirrors God’s relationship with
his creation, which is a relationship of gratitude; (2) it is with the Other
that we are enjoined to become hospitable, by virtue of the Other’s
initiative to extend hospitality; and finally, (3) the narrative act as
essential to the task of religious identity. We have seen in the first
narrative how this assumption of hospitality not only opens one towards
the stranger; this hospitality is also an invitation to communion with
whatever is radically different from my own identity. Likewise, in the
second narrative we uncover a deeper relationality with the Other: in
encountering the Other we learn from them. It is therefore safe to say that
one can only “learn” to enrich one’s religious identity if he or she opens to
this encounter. Finally, it is with narration that one responds to this
necessity in encountering the Other: it is with narrating one’s testimony –
and we have already uncovered that the testimony is constitutive of the
encounter with the Other – that one can establish a trust relationship with
the Other. In other words, the Other shows us that it is important to
narrate one’s responsibility to be hospitable to this Other, thus
establishing a trust relationship of reciprocity.62 It is in this incessant
movement of hospitality that we find our religious identity in the face of
religious diversity.

Trust and Alterity
The previous sections have charted out the necessary structures
within the text that call for an assumption of human action (refigured
action) found in the text – in this case, the call to hospitality. In order to
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understand this notion of refigured action, one has to look into how the
individual takes the narrative interaction between his own identity and
the hermeneutic structure of the text. In other words, the preceding
analyses enjoin us to ask: how does one, properly speaking, learn from the
narrative? Or, we can ask in differently: what happens between the text
and the reader? We have spoken earlier of the similarity of both the text
and one’s life in terms of narrative; because of this structural similarity –
that of action emplotted across the passage of time – “narrative can
reopen the question of the self as a subjective and particular self, but on
the basis of a form of linguistic expression.”63 In other words, the
narrative structure itself raises the question of the self by virtue of the
self’s involvement in the narrative: I see myself in the narrative. In this
sense we can speak of the crossing over from narrative to ethical life
precisely at this point.64 Precisely because there are other possibilities of
selfhood mapped out in the narrative does the reader raise the question
for himself or herself, perhaps even for the first time: who am I? In this
sense, we can speak of the interaction between the world of the reader
and the world of the text not as a tool in finding answers, as with our
example: who is my neighbor? Rather, such an interaction raises the
possibility of questioning one’s life narrative.65 As such, we do not get an
answer from Jesus when the scribe asked him; instead, Jesus narrates a
possibility to the scribe, enclosed within the narrative structure.66. To be
sure, “by enabling us to rehearse possible future scenarios from a variety
of different points of view and to prefigure our emotional responses to
those scenarios, imaginative projection can provide an important source
of insight into, and can help us transform, our motivational structures and
normative commitments.”67 This opens up the discourse beyond the
confines of imaginative projection: that of real acting-in-the-world
through choice, or what Richard Kearney would call poetics.68 Therefore we
understand Jesus’ reply to be transcending the world of the text onto the
possibility for refigured action: “go and do likewise” (v. 37). It is thus a
confrontation: do I choose to refigure my life according to this particular
narrative, and not some other?
It is at this juncture that we uncover two conceptions of identity: an
identity that is formed and informed by the tradition, and an identity that
is assumed. From this dialectic, I propose to use Ricoeur’s hermeneutic
anthropology in order to map out the hermeneutics of the self that is
concerned precisely in this seeming double-identity. This way, we will be
able to flesh out the ethical imperative to assume the narrative of the faith
through testimony, a theme constantly alluded to throughout this study,
and which will constitute a religious identity that is at once committed to
one’s own tradition, while at the same time maintaining this hospitable
trust relationship with the Other.
At the heart of Ricoeur’s anthropology is the distinction between
idem-identity (identity as sameness) and ipse-identity (identity as
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selfhood), borne out of his hermeneutic analysis of identity within the
nexus of temporality.69 In terms of idem-identity, we can speak of identity
as sameness as referring to “the identification with particular Christian
norms, values, doctrines, biblical texts, rituals, and the like.”70 This
dimension of identity characterizes and constitutes our actions and
values.71 Identity as sameness can therefore be said to be the identity that
is formed by the different levels of meaning within a particular religious
tradition. I can say that I am a Christian because I follow a certain
tradition that speaks of particular values and norms. Thus, we can speak of
idem-identity as an affirmation of nominal identity, that is, identity by
association. It is also through sameness that a person can be reidentified
as time passes by.72
Ipse-identity, on the other hand, speaks of the assumption of such an
identity by continually choosing to be this particular identity and not
some other form of identity. It is through the notion of self-constancy that
we can understand identity as selfhood in a more meaningful manner:
“self-constancy is for each person that manner of conducting himself or
herself so that others can count on that person. Because someone is
counting on me, I am accountable for my actions before another.”73
Identity as selfhood, therefore, speaks of the continuous struggle to stay
the same despite the changes “to which the religious person testifies
despite the changes.”74 Identity as selfhood therefore preserves the
dynamism of one’s identity at every moment of the formation of that
particular identity. It is also in ipse-identity that we find a home for what
Ricoeur would call testimony: the moment of self-understanding that
one’s life is reoriented according to the narrative of the faith through
interaction with the said tradition. In this sense, “In the narration
believers testify to the way in which they attempt to bring up God in their
lives, where they experience and encounter God.”75 In short, it is with the
choice that one will stay true to this particular tradition – and hence, to
stay true to the event of revelation – that we can speak of an identity that
testifies. And because we locate the testifying identity within the nexus of
ipse-identity, we can also say that this choice is never a choice to be
complete, but rather, to be continually constituted by and enriched by
one’s tradition by choosing it continually.76
So we can say that it is indeed possible to speak of one’s religious
identity as being committed to one’s own tradition while being hospitable
toward the religious Other precisely because (1) the narratives that I
inherited from my tradition enjoin me to assume a hospitable ethic, and
(2) in choosing to stay faithful to the religion by assuming the narrative of
hospitality – that is, by opening up to the Other – I remain faithful to my
own tradition. In this sense, I can only become faithful to my own
commitment if I testify it to others. But what does “testifying” consist in?
As we have seen, one of the primary modes of refiguring one’s action
according to the narrative of the faith is the very act of narrating itself.77
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This narrative act is the moment of establishment of the trust relationship
between the self and his or her interlocutor: “When I testify to something
I am asking the other to trust that what I am saying is true. To share a
testimony is an exchange of trust. Beyond this we cannot go. Most
institutions rely fundamentally on the trust they place in the word of the
other.”78 Thus, testimony lies at the heart of religious identity: to speak of
the trust between self and other, such that it mirrors the trust relationship
– indeed, this is the Covenant relationship – between the divine and
mortals.

Challenges and Possibilities
Of course, what we have attempted to sketch is not without its
limitations: (1) surely when one speaks of imagination, the idea that this
imagination is arbitrary is not far behind; and more seriously, (2) we are
operating under the assumption that this Other – whoever it may be – will
cooperate. At the heart of this challenge, therefore, is the fidelity to one’s
faith conviction, a conviction that cannot but be interpreted by the Other
in different ways. This goes at the heart of the matter: how do I maintain
my commitment to my faith if the very structure – imaginative discourse –
that gives rise to this particular commitment is always in danger of
arbitration? Furthermore, how do I stay committed to this particular
conviction even if the Other denies my hospitality? Thus, the central
problem is one of the continuity of one’s religious identity despite the
fragility of the hermeneutic structures that we have mapped out.
Certainly, there is no way to avoid this aspect of imagination because
of the embeddedness of the agent according to his or her own contextual
frame, such as the emotional dispositions we might assume once we enact
the imaginative act as “these have been shaped by relationships with
others and by our social situation and cultural context.”79 In that sense
religious identity is always a fragile identity because it is constituted by the
believing and interpreting community (the second hermeneutic circle)
that may or may not grasp the historical contingency and the narrative
characteristic of the Scriptures they interpret. In this sense we can speak
of human action as being conditioned by such frames – their reasons for
acting and ultimately their reason for actually leading a life get
constituted by their context.80 To be sure, essential to the hermeneutic
commitment to religion is the abandonment of any kind of certitude as
regards the correct interpretation of the revelatory event.81 In this sense,
imaginative discourse is truly prone for misuse and misinterpretation, and
it is the characteristic of imagination to open up this plurality of
interpretations. This is the reason why Ricoeur and Kearney, among
others, would speak of a responsibility towards history, to “respect the
reality of the past.”82 That there is a testimonial responsibility towards the
past – and of course knowing how the meaning of events and objects
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change through time by undertaking the hermeneutic analysis – is a
responsibility that must be assumed by the agent in the face of the other.83
Thus, we can speak of testimony not only as a responsibility for the Other,
but also a responsibility to respond properly to the other by respecting
history. In this sense we see the necessity to know the history of the
tradition and how the structures of interpretation operate within the
tradition. Thus, we heed Ricoeur’s suggestion as regards the dangers of
hermeneutics: “Understanding and explication without application are
not interpretation.”84 Imagination must always have a respect towards
history, and therefore, of context and of contingencies. And even if history
itself is a product of interpretation that continually gets reinterpreted
according to the present context of the believer, it must be emphasized
that the originary ground of interpretation for religion – the Divine –
exceeds any form of closed interpretation. This therefore needs one open
to narratives other than one’s own religion. And from what we have
discussed so far, this plunges to the heart of religious identity: hospitality
to whomever other than myself. The demand of hermeneutics, therefore,
is to seek out narratives other than my own in order to be faithful to one’s
own identity, through the medium of imagination.
Such a stance also robs the agent of any kind of assurance that the
religious other will respond properly; if we are to follow the hermeneutic
methodology we have employed, then we should also abandon all
certainty that the Other we are speaking of will, properly speaking, be also
responsible toward the agent. Such is the limit of any hermeneutic: there
is absolutely no way to predict what the Other will do. Thus we see that
the narratives we have analyzed called for openness towards this Other
precisely because a responsible stance towards the Other cannot include
the possibility of subsuming this Other within our own categories.
Concurrently, it is also impossible to speak of a neutral plane where the
Other can be evaluated according to seemingly-neutral categories: “the
more demanding challenge is to work within and between the living
traditions – not to seek to extract from them some supposedly timeless
ethical essence, but to enable them to ‘reread’ their own stories and to
learn from one another.”85 It will definitely be difficult; but needless to
say, and as Volf claims, it is also within the Judeo-Christian tradition – as
we have seen in our analyses – that there lies an ethical imperative to
“embrace” this Other, just as the God of the Judeo-Christian tradition
embraces those who reject him, risking a re-adjustment of one’s identity
“in light of the other’s alterity.”86 There is no solution around this aporia,
and it is the task of this religious identity to testify despite the difficulty in
doing so: “There is certainly something profoundly enigmatic here: have
we saved our lives when we have lost them?”87 – For it must be admitted
that “doing the impossible” (Mt 19:26) is actually constitutive of our
religious identity.
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While it is true that there is no assurance of complete fidelity
regarding one’s religious identity, the dynamism of the hermeneutic
structure of identity as constituted by the Other calls the believer to
always assume hospitality, despite its difficulty. Furthermore, there is also
no complete assurance that imaginative discourse can ensure fidelity to
the tradition simply because imaginative discourse is a natural
hermeneutic tendency of the human person. What we can hold on to,
however, is a commitment to history, and this commitment can only be
assumed by encountering other narratives.

Conclusion
In sum, I have argued that not only is it possible to have an
understanding of religious identity by staying committed to one’s own
tradition and simultaneously opening up to the religious other, but that it
is actually part of the tradition to encounter and work with this religious
Other, despite the clear difficulty in doing so, given our context and times.
One can discern such a responsibility for the Other when we undertake a
hermeneutic analysis of the tradition, focusing on the interaction between
text and reader through the mediation of imaginative discourse.
Imagination, in this sense, charts out the possible refigured actions that
the agent can undertake, creating a possibility for the agent to choose his
or her identity according to the call to testify to the religious tradition. In
this dialectic between idem- and ipse-identity, we find the call to
responsibility, embodied in the trust relationship that is engendered with
the Other in every act of narration, and in doing so, establish a concurrent
relationship to the event of revelation itself. Needless to say, there is a fine
line between violence and embrace, given the radical fallibility of the
human person. It is then the task of our religious identity to look at the
tradition hermeneutically and discern the different planes of meaning and
how they move within their own historical contexts, in order to build this
relationship of trust to the Other, who is forever outside our grasp. In this
sense, we can now speak of hope
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